
Year 10 Winner: Ella Flitcroft 

Come Together 

Stay apart, but come together, 

The essential workers on the line, 

Constantly battling a seemingly endless fight, 

They’re fighting for me, for you, for everyone 

Doing what they do every day, but now it’s different 

Now we need them, now we appreciate them, 

Stay apart, but come together. 

 

Stay apart, but come together, 

Captain Tom Moore at 99 years old, still helping the nation, 

But this time in a different kind of war, 

A war where you can bring hope and light to people lives by walking round your garden, 

A war where £32 million for the NHS saves our loved ones lives, 

Stay apart, but come together. 

 

Stay apart, but come together, 

 Millions of people across the country put their lives at risk every day, 

Nurses, Doctors, Teachers, Delivery drivers and so many more, 

And while everything is changing, they’re always there, 

As they go about their daily jobs their invisible capes will always fly behind them, 

Stay apart, but come together. 

 

Stay apart, but come together, 

Now in these unusual times, we need to become the heroes, 

We need to step up and work together doing whatever we can to support those that support us, 

We need to clap for all we’re worth and show our admiration, 

But no matter what happens next,  we need to: 

Stay apart, but come together. 



Year 9 Winner: Abeer Makin 

 

Write to Unite Poem on COVID – 19 

Incredible True Superheroes 

The entire globe is chained by a pandemic, 

Everyone has been affected and not just the academic. 

The kind-hearted beings have been tangled, 

Perceptions of who manipulates this devil have been wrangled. 

 

Perhaps now is not the appropriate time to moan, 

Rather cherish this uncertain phase of life with a scone. 

Be grateful for every moment you spend with your family, 

Look upon and pray for those who are battling this tragedy. 

 

Some are keen to help and stood on the pedestal, 

Who made remarkable efforts and are inevitably impeccable. 

A kind gesture towards the community and being optimistic, 

Reflect on their courageous deeds and think realistic. 

 

The true angels put in their valiance from the heart’s core, 

An exceptionally proud example would be Captain Tom Moore. 

The trauma, intimidation, burden, sorrow and the immense stress, 

Was taken down and made to be vanished by the ferocious NHS. 

 

Cheerfully striving at each pace in his garden to accomplish his endeavors, 

The war veteran seamlessly contributes to the frontline heroic warriors. 

Celebrating the proud achievements of these true superheroes as we unite, 

We are grateful to them for being our nation’s guiding light. 

 



Year 8 Winner: Sofiyah Dem 

 

The news circles in my head 

The anger and disappointment swirling around me 

I can’t breathe 

My heart beat won’t settle 

Every pair of tired eyes waiting for the image 

for the image of crime death 

the old book I have read 

millions of times by now 

is wrinkled 

and words are faded 

I can’t go outside to play 

I can feel my heart 

beating every time 

something bad happens like the stock 

rising up and down 

like the heartbeat of a patient 

waiting for the doctor 

i can feel the pain that 

the world is facing 

it feels like its pulse is in my hands 

open wide world 

that used to be full of people 

now nothing 

but a mere ghost town 

waiting to swallow you up 

you know it 

you have it 

you feel the pain of who you are 

until you fall into the jaws of the people 

who recovered 

and died 

you don’t know who is next 

but it may be you 

watch out for the coronavirus 

doctors and nurses 

are waiting to 

see how to stop the jaws 

of the covid-19. 

 

 



Year 7 Winner: Sophie Lynch 

 

The Unseen Heroes 

 

When Covid-19 struck the world  

people started to hurl 

some even thought it was the end 

so started to misspend 

then out of nowhere 

came our heroes 

that soon became our superheroes. 

 

To stop the virus 

that was quickly spreading 

doctors and nurses 

shopkeepers and bus drivers 

the old and the young 

all joined together 

 

To fight the virus 

and save the future. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  


